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2.2 Modeling of Agents
 Our definition of an agent allows for much room for 

instantiation
 There are many paradigms about how to develop 

programming languages and many of them have 
found their way into how to model agents

 In the following we will take a closer look on the 
most prominent ways of modeling agents
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2.2.1 Situation-Action Pairs and the�
 Nearest-Neighbor Rule

 One obvious idea for modeling an agent who only 
has to react to a finite set of situations and has no 
memory is to provide it with a list of these situations 
and one action associated with each situation which 
then is executed.

 This list can even be the single information stored in 
Dat.

 The following is an improvement and extension of 
this simple idea (see Denzinger and Fuchs, 1996; 
Denzinger and Kordt, 2000) 
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Agent Model (I)

 Dat = Mem × Decdat�
Mem is the memory of the agent; �
Decdat is a set of prototypical extended situation-
action pairs (decision data)

 An extended situation consists of an element from Sit 
and a value from Mem (or a part of it)

 Decdat is not supposed to have as many elements as 
Sit (or even more)  prototypical situations
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Agent Model (II)

 Decision making, i.e. realization of fAg:
 We need a distance measure dist on extended 

situations, i.e. dist: (Sit × Mem) × (Sit × Mem) Nat�
Example: Euklidian distance�
If extended situations can be described as vector of 
numbers (x1,…,xn), then �
dist((x1,…,xn),(y1,…,yn)) = (x1-y1)2 + … + (xn-yn)2 

 fAg selects the action of the pair in Decdat with 
minimal dist-value to the current extended 
situation 
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Example: �
Classification of a Situation (I)

Given a 6x3 field that is divided into two 3x3 fields 
RIGHT and LEFT. Our agent will be put on a random 
element of the field and as action has to output in 
what subfield it is.

1 32 54

2

6
1

3

LEFT RIGHT
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Example: �
Classification of a Situation (II)

Extended situation = Coordinates (x,y) of agent (1≤x≤6, 
1≤y≤3)  Mem = {}

Decdat = (((2,2),LEFT),((5,2),RIGHT))

1 32 54

2

6
1

3

LEFT RIGHT

1

1 (2-3)2 + (2-1)2 = 2
(5-3)2 + (2-1)2 = 5
LEFT

2 2 (2-6)2 + (2-3)2 =17
(5-6)2 + (2-3)2 = 2
RIGHT

3 (2-4)2 + (2-2)2 = 4
(5-4)2 + (2-2)2 = 1
RIGHT

3x x
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Discussion
 Rather simple
 Compact representation
 Often used by humans to plan team actions�

(coach’s drawing board)
 There is always a most similar pair and therefore the 

agent can always act
 Allows for easy learning of agent behavior
-  Special cases require reinforcing the normal case 

several times
-  Extended situations can get big, especially if we want 

to have history in Mem
-  What is a good size of Decdat?
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2.2.2 Rule-based Modeling

 Sets of rules are a rather old concept for knowledge 
representation in AI (OPS5, PROLOG).

 Rules also govern life in human societies (laws, social 
rules, etc.).

 Modeling the behavior of an agent by a set of rules it 
follows is also a very obvious idea.
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Agent Model (I)

 Dat = Intvar × RS�
Intvar is a set of values for the internal variables the 
agent has. A variable value can be changed by 
actions. �
RS is a set of rules.

 A rule in RS has the form�
 if condition then a�
where a ∈ Act and condition is a statement about the 
situation the agent is in and the actual values of the 
variables in Intvar.
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Agent Model (II)
 A rule if condition then a�

is applicable in a situation s and with an actual value 
set val ∈ Intvar, if �
 condition(s,val) = true

 It is possible that several rules are applicable in the 
actual situation and for the actual values of the 
internal variables. Therefore fAg must include a 
decision mechanism for such conflicts:
 Select one rule and the action suggested by it
 Combine the actions of all applicable rules into 

one (super-)action
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Example: �
Classification of a Situation

A rule-based model for the agent of 2.2.1 would be�
if 1 ≤ x ≤ 3 then LEFT�
if 4 ≤ x ≤ 6 then RIGHT

Note that this rule set does not use internal variables 
and also does not cause any conflicts regarding what 
rule to apply.

Also, it is more abstract than the situation-action-pair 
model, because it realizes that the value of y is not of 
interest.
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Discussion

 Easily understandable by human beings, if the set of 
internal variables is not too big.

 Given the right semantics, using rule sets is Turing 
complete.

 Rule sets can be learned.
-  Understanding the decision mechanism when several 

rules can be applied is very important for 
understanding an agent.

-  Special cases must be reflected by decision 
mechanism and cannot be identified by rule.
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2.2.3 State-based Modeling
 State automata are a very often used modeling 

technique in control theory and reactive systems.
 Petri nets as a kind of state automata have been used 

to model all kinds of complex systems (up to 
production processes or complex software systems)

 The idea of state-based modeling of an agent is to let 
the agent have several states (which can indicate 
rather complex assumptions, resp. represent 
conclusions out of the history of the agent) and the 
decision about the next action is then based on both, 
state and situation.

 See Tennenholtz and Moses (1989)
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Agent Model 

 Dat = S × Transtab × Intvar�
S is the set of states of the agent;�
Transtab is a table that assigns to each situation and 
each state an action to be performed and the 
successor state (i.e. a transition);�
Intvar is a set of values of the internal variables of an 
agent.

  fAg is realized by Transtab.
 If Intvar ‡ {}, then we use extended situations as in 

2.2.1.  
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Example:�
Selective data transfer (I) 

An agent listens to a data stream and filters out 
messages that are intended for a certain other agent 
(the CIA sends greetings!). Messages for the other 
agent start and end with the symbol @. Everything 
between two @s has to be forwarded, everything else 
has to be deleted.

Example:
234gwkuy@526815@hd6qkutwu@ghtrgat@12hdhgwh
should lead to
 526815ghtrgat
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Example:�
Selective data transfer (II) 

We set Intvar = {} and S = {s1,s2}. A situation consists of 
the current letter read from the data stream.

Transtab:
 s1  X s1 noop
 s1 @ s2 noop
 s2 X s2 write X
 s2 @ s1 noop
where X stands for every letter except @ and noop is the 

action that does nothing.
Initially, the agent is in state s1.
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Discussion

 States (with good names) help understanding what is 
going on a lot

 There are many theoretical results available for state-
based modeling

-  States are implicit knowledge representation 
(developer usually associates knowledge with a 
certain state, but this is only in his/her head)

-  Complex agents usually have many states
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2.2.4 Object-oriented Modeling

 Object-oriented design has established itself in the 
last years as one of the important methods for 
developing large systems.

 Many people see objects as synonymous to agents�
(We do not!)  using object-oriented modeling for 
agents should be obvious.

 On the highest level, objects can be seen as data 
containers that offer operations on their data that can 
be accessed using messages: ASSIGN messages and 
RECEIVE messages
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Agent Model

 Sit consists of all possible sets of received messages
 Act consists of the set of possible ASSIGN messages 

(and internal actions manipulating the internal data 
areas)

 There is no further information about Dat. 
 Object-oriented modeling cannot stand alone, 

because it does not include a good way to describe 
what is happening with and within Dat. 

 A predecessor of object-oriented modeling is the 
Actor model of Hewitt (1977)
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Example:�
Communication agent (I) 

In a MAS there are several agents distributed over 
several computers so that several agents are assigned 
to one computer. The agents have to communicate in 
three different modi: agent-agent, agent-to-all-agents 
(sim. broadcast), agent-to-all-agents (real broadcast). 
The realization of the protocols behind the three modi 
is the responsibility of a communication agent CEP 
(communication end point) on each computer which 
we will model here.
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Example:�
Communication agent (II) 
Agent CEP
RECEIVE messages (methods):
receive-from-net (receiver, data)�

receives a message from another CEP agent and 
forwards it to receiver (see ASSIGN)

receive-aa-com (receiver, data)�
receives message from agent on computer and 
forwards it to another agent (via other CEP agent, if 
necessary)

receive-simbr-com (data)
receive-br-com (data)
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Example:�
Communication agent (III) 
 for a real broadcast a very complicated protocol is 

necessary (see networks course)
ASSIGN messages (methods)
send-to-net (receiver, data)�

send a message to another CEP
send-com (receiver, data, mode)�

send a message to agent on own computer, mode 
specifies if agent-to-agent or broadcast

Note: we are missing any information on what internal 
data CEP has (location tables for agents, etc.)
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Discussion

 Focuses on relations between agents and 
communications

 Abstracts from the “inner life” of agents
-  Not a stand-alone modeling method
-  Usually, when implementing agents we use several 

objects  a lot of possibilities for confusion
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2.2.5 Role-based Modeling

 The same human being usually plays different roles 
in society: husband, employee, boss to subordinates, 
president of a club, taxpayer, etc.

 Different roles come with different contexts
 Roles also mirror the expectations other agents have 

on a particular agent
 Role-based modeling looks at what is required from 

an agent for different roles, especially with regard to 
its “inner life”

 Early example: Contract-Net Protocol (Smith, 1981)
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Agent Model (I)

 Dat = datR1 × … × datRn �
datRi represents all internal data areas (and their 
values) associated with role i�
datRi ∩ datRj does not have to be empty

 Act = actR1 ∪ … ∪ actRn �
actRi are the actions the agent can perform in role i�
actRi ∩ actRj does not have to be empty
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Agent Model (II)
 It would be nice, if we had�
 Sit = sitR1 ∪ … ∪ sitRn �
with sitRi ∩ sitRj  = {}, because then the situation 
determines automatically the role in which the agent 
has to act.

 If the above is not possible, then the actual role of the 
agent should be part of Dat:�
  Dat = datR1 × … × datRn × R�
and we should have an action that changes the 
current value of the role data area.
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Example:�
Project teams (Teamwork method) (I) 
In a project team, there are experts, referees (staff 

members) and a supervisor.
The at the moment best qualified expert should always 

be also the supervisor and each expert has its own 
referee.

 each agent has 3 different roles:�
 expert, referee, supervisor�
and always acts in only one of them

Important for the teamwork method is that supervisor 
and referee can access all data of a particular expert

Having them as role of the same agent achieves this!
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Example:�
Project teams (Teamwork method) (II) 

Super-
visor 

Expert 1 Expert i Expert n 

Referee 1 Referee i Referee n 

Super-
visor 

new start state 

derivation 

•  measure of success 
•  selected results 

Ag1 Agn 

Agi 
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Discussion

 Good structuring of internal data while shared access 
for different roles�
 not just several small agents in a big one

 Ideal complement to object-oriented modeling
-  Overlapping roles can cause big problems 

(schizophrenia of agents)
-  Agents with several roles confuse also agents that 

rely on predicting their behavior
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2.2.6 BDI logics (intention-based �
 modeling)

 BDI logic: belief, desire, intention�
special modal logics centered on interpreted 
predicates for beliefs, desires, intentions, goals, etc. of 
agents.

 Try to find logical calculus to describe the 
cornerstones of human behavior (naturally in a little 
simplistic way).

 Unfortunately, many such logics are possible (and 
used)

 Example: Cohen and Levesque (1990)
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Agent Model

 Dat: set of formulas whose basic objects (functions, 
predicates) are facts about situations and data about 
the effects and consequences of actions. In addition, 
we have formulas describing beliefs, intentions and 
goals of the agent and we have commitments of the 
agents (that represent some history of its reasoning 
process).

 Logical inferences involving all these formulas are 
used to determine the next action and additionally 
changes in Dat (i.e. new commitments or beliefs, new 
goals, etc.) 
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Problems of concrete realizations

 Defining the logic:
 Semantics of the interpreted predicates
 Handling of time (needed for doing planning)

 Defining the logical inferences and the deduction 
processes needed for deciding the next action�
(within  given time limit)  
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Example:�
The Monkey and the Bananas (I) 

In a room there are bananas hanging from the ceiling. In 
addition, we have in the room a chair and a hungry 
monkey. The bananas are just out of reach of the 
monkey and the chair can be moved around.

The monkey has one goal: get the bananas

Since we are dealing with a monkey, we will not be 
using a complicated logic and stay very close to first-
order predicate logic.
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Example:�
The Monkey and the Bananas (II) 

Facts about the situation:
 Animal(monkey) Big(chair) In(monkey)
 Move(monkey,chair,bananas)  In(bananas)
 Climb(monkey,chair)   In(chair)
 ¬Close(bananas,floor)
Facts about actions:
 ∀x. ∀y. (Animal(x) ∧ Close(x,y)) → Reach(x,y)
 ∀x. ∀y. (On(x,y) ∧ Under(y,bananas) ∧ Big(y)) 
   → Reach(x,bananas)
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Example:�
The Monkey and the Bananas (III) 

Facts about actions (cont.):
 ∀x. ∀y. ∀z. (In(x) ∧ In(y) ∧ In(z) ∧ Move(x,y,z))
   → (Close(z,floor) ∨ Under(y,z))
 ∀x. ∀y. Climb(x,y) → On(x,y)
BDI part:
 Goal(monkey, Reach(monkey,bananas))
Can be transformed into first-order and proved as
 ¬Reach(monkey,bananas)
Analysis of proof leads then to plan.
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Discussion

 If we know the logic of an agent, we can easily prove 
properties of it and therefore can predict its behavior.

 Very general concept, very expressive
 Can be used to model other agents within an agent
-  For the interesting logics, we know they are 

undecidable
-  Too many different logics possible and used
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2.2.7 Modeling methods in �
 comparison

In principle, all methods can be used to model a 
particular agent.

But the necessary effort can vary a lot, because aspects 
that are kind of build-in into one method require the 
use of a lot of “tricks” to be expressed in another 
method.

In the following, we use the properties of 2.1 and give 
some rules of thumb about what to use for agents 
with what intended properties.
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Rules of Thumb (I)

 All methods can be used for agents in MAS
 Single-agents or very autonomous ones should not be 

modeled using object-oriented or role-based 
modeling.

 Very knowledge-based agents are not easy to model 
using situation-action-pairs or states

 Situation-action-pairs, state-based modeling and rule-
based modeling are very good for reactive agents.
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Rules of Thumb (II)

 BDI-logics are best suited for reflective agents
 If we are interested in theoretical results, then state-

based modeling and BDI-logics offer the most 
comfort.

 Learning of and in agents can be expressed best using 
situation-action-pairs, rule-based modeling and BDI-
logics.


